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The major political problems are now of so vital a nature that viewed
in their contemporary context they excite emotions which sweep
aside objective opinions. Bertrand Russell, by setting our actual
problems in the large impersonal framework of ethics, hopes that
they can be viewed with less heat and less fanaticism. He devotes the
first half of his book to an undogmatic restatement of ethical beliefs
and feelings, and the second half to applying this ethic to current
political problems. He does not attempt to deal fully with the theory
of politics but only where it is closely related to ethics^ and is of
urgent practical importance now.
Throughout the book Bertrand Russell is concerned with human
passions and their effect upon human destiny. In seeking some
compromise between the two poles of impulse and control he sub-
scribes fully to the view that 'Reason is and ought only to be the
slave of the passions.' Thus to some extent his book is an answer to
those critics who accuse him of over-estimating the part which
reason is capable of playing in human affairs.
• Now without rival in the field of philosophy, Bertrand Russell
published his first book fifty-eight years ago. Books and essays,
beautifully written and matchless in clarity and brilliance, have
followed one another continuously ever since. His latest book,
graced by his usual lucid style, effectively displays the tolerant and
objective approach to problems which has ever characterized his
work.
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*My aim is to suggest a philosophy of politics based upon the belief
that impulse has more effect than conscious purpose in moulding
men's lives. Most impulses may be divided into two groups, the
possessive and the creative, according as they aim at acquiring or
retaining something that cannot be shared, or at bringing into the
world some valuable thing, such as knowledge or art or goodwill
in which there is no private property.*

